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A recipe for disaster!
Why version control?

Cope with the confusion that happens when multiple people edit the same files
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Controlled evolution

Can still lead to disaster!
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Tracks the history of a collection of files
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Tracks the history of a collection of files

Can revert the collection of files to another version
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distributed version control system
What is a distributed version control system?
What is a centralized version control system?
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Bob commits to the central repository, which is updated by Carol.
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You must update before every commit.
What is a distributed version control system?
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Bob commits to the local repository. The changes are then pushed to the remote repository (groupXY).
Bob branches off and makes changes locally.

He then commits his changes and pushes them to the remote repository.

Carol pulls the changes.
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Bob commits to a local repository, which is then pushed to a remote repository (groupXY). The remote repository is then pushed to another local repository accessed by Carol.
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you must pull before every push
Remote repository (p2ubungen)
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git remote add p2ubungen ...
```
git remote add p2ubungen ...
git pull p2ubungen master
```
do not commit after the deadline; it leads to merge conflicts
Basic git
A “commit” is “a set of changes” to a “set of files”
Most commits modify (or merge) earlier commits
A graph of commits may belong to a *branch*.
master
is the main branch
“HEAD “is the current branch
Create a git repo

```
mkdir repo
cd repo
git init
```

Diagram:
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Tell git to “stage” changes

```git
add ...`
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Commit your changes

```
git commit ...
```
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NB: `git pull` = fetch + merge
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to be continued
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